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Trainee Civil Servants Raise Entertainment and Glamour Quotient in the
Cultural Night
The All India Services & Central Civil Services officers attending 92nd Foundation Course
at Dr. MCR HRD Institute of Telangana presented a feature-rich Cultural Night and
showcased their extraordinary talents in singing, dancing, acting, poetry recital, music, etc.
Sri BP Acharya, IAS, Spl. Chief Secretary Planning and DG, senior functionaries, faculty
and staff of the Institute graced the occasion.
The program was presented by Film and Fine Arts Club of the 92nd FC, which consists of Sri
Dharam Veeer Singh IRS (CCE), as its Secretary and Sri Saravana Vivek, IPS, Sri Suraj
Singh, IFS, Sri Manjeet Bhatora, ITS, and Sri Ashutosh Kumar Rai, ICLS as members.

Officer Trainees performing an energetic dance number
The program commenced with Ganesh Vandana, which was followed by a series of
individual and group dance performances from different regions, rendition of hit Bollywood
numbers, skits, and song performance on guitar and keyboard. All the presentations received
huge rounds of applause.

While the hallmark of the event was entertainment, many a presentation conveyed socially
relevant messages. Every one present had tears in his eyes when an Officer Trainee recited
Hindi poetry about the sorry state of affairs of girl children.

Fashion Show with a Difference
The highlight of the program was the Fashion Show showcasing Indian textiles in general
and cotton textiles clothing in particular. All the spectators were stunned at how
wonderfully the Officer Trainees have been groomed for the final runway walk in terms
of posture, poise, rhythm composure, and confidence. They sure left everyone
flabbergasted and in awe of them.

Officer Trainees in the Fashion Show

“The biggest advantage of wearing cotton textiles is that it carries the lowest carbon footprint
among all textiles, which makes it a sustainable fabric”, said Sri Dharam Veeer Singh, IRS,
(CCE), Secretary, Film and Fine Arts Club.
“The Cultural Program busted the myth that the Officer Trainees are mere book worms and
reiterated the reality that their portfolio of skills is much wider in scope and that they are
fully equipped to succeed in their careers with flying colours”, opined all the members of the
Film and Fine Arts Club unanimously.

Officer Trainees in tre Fashion Show
On this occasion, Sri B P Acharya presented a memento to Smt. Uzramma, who founded the
Decentralized Cotton Yarn Trust in 2005 and Malkha Marketing Trust in 2008 to promote
producer owned village based cotton textile production from field to fabric and revived
village spinning.

Presentation of memento to Smt. Uzramma by Sri B P Acharya, IAS. The Officer Trainees
who participated in the Fashion Show can also be seen.

